
Reflect Flow True Wireless
Black
244455

149,00 €

True wireless sport headphones designed to keep up
with your active lifestyle and push you further.

Enjoy the freedom to go further with JBL Reflect Flow headphones. Whether you’re in the gym training or outside on
the go, the JBL Reflect Flow headphones are truly wireless to compliment your active lifestyle. In addition to the ability
to change tracks, manage calls  hands-free and access your voice assistant, the Reflect Flow headphones are IPX7
water and sweat proof providing 10 hours of continuous playtime with 20 additional hours in the charging case. You’ll
also enjoy the Ambient Aware feature that enables you to hear what’s happening around you while still enjoying your
music. Additionally, the TalkThru feature allows you to have a conversation without taking off the headphones.
Comfortable and secure thanks to customizable ear-tips and Freebit enhancers, the Reflect Flow headphones delivers
powerful JBL Signature Sound designed for movement.

Truly Wireless
Discover the freedom of a wireless lifestyle while on the go. Work out, listen to music, and manage your calls without
the fear of tangled wires interrupting your groove.

Hands-free calls with easy access to your voice assistant
Manage music and calls with ease or get info from your voice assistant at the touch of a button.

Ambient Aware and TalkThru
Equipped with Ambient Aware for additional awareness in outdoor environments and TalkThru for easy conversation
without taking out the earphones.

Waterproof
The IPX7 Waterproof rating enables you to get through the toughest workout in any weather.

30 Hours Battery Life + Speed Charge
Powers a week’s worth of workouts or a full day of fun with 10 hours in the earbuds plus an additional 20 in the
charging case. A 10 min rapid charge gets you back in the game for another full hour.

JBL Signature Sound
The 5.8mm driver featuring JBL Signature Sound provides a powerful punch to all your playlists.

SRP 149,00 €

PRODUCT DETAILS

Colour
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Ergonomic Fit
Better comfort and customization with ergonomic silicone tips and patented Freebit™ enhancers, available in 3 sizes. 

Specs

Product Attributes

Headphone features

Headphone type: In Ear

EAN: 6925281955969

Manufacturer number: JBLREFFLOWBLK

Product weight: 0.06 kilograms
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